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I. INTRODUCTION
The Rhode Island Food Policy Council (RIFPC) is a volunteer group of citizens that creates partnerships,
develops policies, and advocates for improvements to the local food system in Rhode Island to expand
its capacity, viability and sustainability. One of RIFPC’s main goals is to ensure that a “continuously
increasing proportion of Rhode Island’s food supply will be grown, raised, caught, processed and
distributed in Rhode Island.”2 The Harvard Food Law and Policy Clinic (FLPC) partnered with RIFPC to
assist the Council in developing and implementing policy priorities to improve Rhode Island’s food
system. After engaging in several public brainstorming meetings and RIFPC policy committee meetings,
the RIFPC identified the high cost of and limited access to farmland for new and expanding farmers as a
barrier to increased production of Rhode Island-grown food. One method to counteract the dearth of
affordable farmland is to create a land-linking program, which can connect new and expanding farmers
to underutilized privately-owned and state and municipal land.
The following memorandum will provide
background information, policy research and
analysis to support RIFPC’s efforts to
implement a land-linking program for public
land in Rhode Island. It is important to note
that while this report provides background
materials and starts to identify key
components of a land-linking program, the
research was limited due to timing constraints.
The Harvard FLPC intends to continue meeting
with stakeholders and to develop more
specific legislative recommendations in the
spring of 2014.

Key Terms
For the purpose of this report, we use the following
definitions for key terms that will be used frequently
throughout the report:






“Farmland preservation” refers to methods
which protect farmland, and also tend to make
it more affordable and available.
“Farmland access” represents various methods
by which farmers can acquire land to farm,
including connecting with landholders,
purchasing and leasing.
“Land-linking” is a strategy for farmland
access, and includes both farmland listing
functions to help farmers find land as well as
additional wraparound services (e.g., technical
assistance) to get them started farming.

Prior to proposing or creating a program, it is
vital to understand the existing landscape of
farmland preservation and land access in
Rhode Island as well as the private and public
land-linking programs implemented in other
states and municipalities. Section II of the report will provide an overview of farmland access in Rhode
Island, describing land access and preservation problems, and the successes and shortcomings of
current legislative and programmatic efforts to promote farmland preservation and land access. It will
then provide a short introduction to the major players working on farmland preservation in Rhode
Island.

The state of Rhode Island has unique characteristics important to consider when designing a land-linking
program, yet it need not start from scratch. The report will next describe existing state, municipal and
non-profit land-linking efforts, generally categorizing them as private land-linking programs (for private
land) and public land-linking (for public land), even though there is often overlap between these types of
programs. Section III of the report will analyze land-linking programs for privately-owned lands operated
by non-profits and state agencies, describing their operating structures, the services they provide, as
well as challenges and benefits of the programs. Section IV addresses public land-linking programs,
describing programs and policies connecting public land with farmers, and programs promoting urban
2
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agriculture. Section V of the report notes challenges that Rhode Island may face in implementing a
private or public land-linking program, and then ends with specific recommendations, tying together
Rhode Island’s unique conditions with models in other states. The hope is that these recommendations
will inform the Rhode Island Food Policy Council in developing its legislative proposal.

II. CURRENT LANDSCAPE OF LAND ACCESS
IN RHODE ISLAND
A. Background
Rhode Island is the smallest state in the United States, and it is also the second most densely-populated
state in the country.3 According to the Rhode Island Land Trust Council (RILTC), Rhode Island has lost
over eighty percent of its productive farmland since the 1940s,4 and today less than seven percent of the
state’s land is productive farmland.5 In 1940, RI had over 300,000 acres of productive farmland; by 2010
only 67,800 acres remained in farms, with less than 40,000 of those in active agricultural production (the
rest is woodlands and wetlands).6 Given the extensive loss of farmland, it is critical that Rhode Island
focus both on preserving its existing farmland and finding ways of bringing new land into production.
In addition, the farms that do exist in Rhode Island are getting smaller. According to the U.S. Census of
Agriculture, the average size of a farm in Rhode Island decreased from seventy-one acres in 2002 to
fifty-six acres in 2007.7 In 2007, almost one-third of all farms in Rhode Island were less than ten acres.8
However, the number of farms in Rhode Island actually increased from 858 in 2002 to 1,219 in 2007, a
jump of forty-two percent, which was the highest increase among New England states and ten times the
national average.9As one report noted, “[m]uch of this growth has been in the state’s smallest farms.”10
This increase in number of farms shows that there is extensive interest in starting farms in Rhode Island;
much of this interest comes from young, inexperienced farmers who are eager to work in Rhode
Island.11 Unfortunately, given the loss of farmland and limited farmland available, these farmers are
struggling to acquire sufficient land to farm.
One challenge is that Rhode Island’s farmland is highly attractive to developers. The state’s farmland
tends to be ideal for development: it is leveled, cleared land and often includes amenities such as views
of the ocean or proximity to the coast.12 From 1982 to 2007, Rhode Island converted nearly thirty
3
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percent of its prime agricultural land into buildings and development projects, more than any other
state.13
What little farmland is available tends to be incredibly expensive both to purchase and to lease, and
therefore unaffordable to the average new and small-scale farmer. In 2010, Rhode Island farmland cost
an average of $13,600 per acre to purchase, the highest cost in the nation.14 This price is almost triple
the average value of $4,690 per acre for farmland in the Northeast, and more than six times the national
average of $2,140.15 Many of the farmers seeking land are young, entrepreneurial and excited, but they
lack access to capital.16 Even if new and beginning farmers had access to sufficient capital to purchase
land at these high prices, they would be unlikely to generate sufficient income to cover the mortgage
costs.17
These trends are troubling, as farmland and local agriculture are beneficial to communities. Local
agriculture generates jobs and spurs the state’s economy, contributing an estimated $100 million to
Rhode Island each year.18 It also helps ensure food security by serving as a source of reliable and
nutritious produce. In addition, farms foster a sense of place, community and identity by serving as local
landmarks and tourist attractions and providing social offerings, such as corn mazes, hay rides and
farmers markets.19 In urban settings, farms offer much-needed green space. Farms can also further
conservation and environmental aims by providing habitat for endangered and threatened species,
filtering and retaining groundwater, and preventing flooding. Given the renewed interest in farming
among young adults, encouraging agriculture in the state can also help Rhode Island attract and retain
young people—critical for a state that lost ten percent of its prime working-age population between
2006 and 2012.20 Lastly, farmland can help municipalities’ bottom lines because farms require minimal
municipal services. Indeed, studies find that farms require less than fifty cents in services for every one
dollar they pay in property taxes, a boon to cash-strapped local governments.21 For all these reasons, it
is in the state’s best interest to help preserve farmland and to support new and beginning farmers.

B. Current Legislative Strategies that Address Farmland Preservation
Farmland preservation is essential to ensure farmers have access to farmland and that farmland stays
affordable. If farmland is not preserved and is instead developed, the stock of farmland decreases
leading to decreased farmland access for new and expanding farmers and increased average farmland
prices. In the early 1980s, Rhode Island recognized that development pressure was leading to a
precipitous decline in the state’s farmland and concomitant decreases in land access. Farmers banded
together, and with help from the Rhode Island Farm Bureau (RIFB), worked with the state legislature to
pass several landmark pieces of legislation to support farmers.22 Currently, there are three legislaturecreated programs preserving farmland: (1) the State Agricultural Land Preservation Program, (2) the
Right to Farm Law, and (3) Farm, Forest and Open Space Taxation; in addition the state issues Open
Space Bonds to fund the Agricultural Land Preservation Program. Since 1985, these legislative programs
13
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in conjunction with the work of land trusts have protected more than 10,000 acres of farmland, over a
quarter of the state’s remaining stock; however, 30,000 acres are still at risk.23
1. State Agricultural Preservation Program – Pursuant to Rhode Island General Law 42-82 (Farmland
Preservation Act), the State Agricultural Preservation Program purchases development rights from
farmers, enabling them to retain ownership of their property and continue to farm the land.24
Purchasing the development rights gives farmers a financially competitive alternative to development
and also provides them with capital to re-invest in their farms, finance retirement or pay family
expenses.25 Purchasing development rights can also facilitate transfer of farmland to a child or heir by
decreasing property and estate taxes.26 This program is responsible for about sixty-five percent of the
10,000 acres currently protected.27
Because there is more demand for the program than there is capacity, a farmer must submit an
application to the Agricultural Land Preservation Commission (ALPC) to be considered. The ALPC, a
quasi-government agency which administers the program, accepts applications for preservation yearround, and evaluates and scores the applications based on criteria such as parcel size, soil quality,
agricultural operation and viability, relative development pressure, and cultural and scenic features,
among others.28
The funding for this farmland preservation comes from a variety of sources including federal, state and
local funding, and donations. A significant portion of the funding comes from the state, via periodic
Open Space Bonds (debt obligations issued by the state, described in detail below).29 The state has
leveraged this bond funding to attract more than $38.5 million from other sources, including federal
farmland protection funding, and contributions from municipalities, foundations, land trusts, and other
conservation organizations and individual donors.30 The Federal Farmland Protection Program provides
farmland protection grants to states if they can match fifty percent of the federal government’s funding;
since 2000, this federal program has provided $11.5 million to support the ALPC’s efforts.31 Nearly every
farm conservation project includes contributions from multiple sources.32
Unfortunately, the amount and pace of the funding has never been sufficient to meet the demand for
the ALPC’s farmland preservation support.33 Periodic bond referenda, the program’s main funding
source, are inconsistent and unpredictable, and the amount provided by the bonds is inadequate.34 If
the program continues to be funded at its current pace, it will take 110 years to protect all the
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remaining acres of farmland in Rhode Island.35 Moreover, a 2010 RILC report noted that the program
provides insufficient outreach, education and assistance to farmers.36 The report further noted that
Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management (RIDEM) tends to focus on farms in crisis—
protecting the farmland of a farmer who has died or is having financial problems—rather than taking a
more proactive and holistic view to protect farms that are most valuable or productive.37 It also faulted
the program for not ensuring that the farmland stays in production after it is protected,38 and for failing
to maintain farmland affordability for plots with a house or housing lot (even without development
rights, plots with houses sell at prices higher than general farmland value).39
The state’s Farmland Preservation Program belongs to the “first generation” of the nation’s farm
conservations programs, and over the years these programs have shown their limitations.40 Other states
have revised their initial farmland protection programs and developed new initiatives to respond to
ongoing challenges similar to those described above.41 In Rhode Island, non-profit organizations and the
Division of Agriculture within RIDEM have created new initiatives and programs; however the Rhode
Island General Assembly has not revised the state’s Agricultural Preservation Program since its adoption
in 1981.42
2. Right to Farm Law – In 1982, Rhode Island passed a Right to Farm Law.43 This law protects farms from
nuisance claims, and particularly from nuisance claims “arising out of conflicts between agricultural
operations and urban land uses.”44 In its legislative findings, the statute explicitly includes farmland
preservation as a goal, explaining that conflicts between land uses “threaten to force the abandonment
of agricultural operations and the conversion of agricultural resources to non-agricultural land uses.”45
The law does not address the high cost of farmland, which is a major driver of farmland conversion.
3. Farm, Forest and Open Space Taxation – Rhode Island state legislation provides for property tax
discounts for farms, forest, and certain types of open space.46 Under this program, farmers receive a
lower tax assessment on their land, and the resulting tax savings helps keep agriculture economically
viable and serves as an incentive to keep the land in production. While this tax discount does assist in
decreasing costs once a farmer has land—and therefore helps prevent development of existing
farmland—its impact is likely minimal, and the tax discount does not help keep farmland affordable for
new and beginning farmers.
4. Open Space Bonds – While open space bonds are not themselves a legislative strategy or program,
Rhode Island uses them to raise capital to fund the state’s Agricultural Land Preservation Program.
States and municipalities often issue bonds to finance their infrastructure and public works needs.
Rhode Island and many other states use state bonds to fund the preservation of open space, including
agricultural land. Under Chapter 241 of the RI General Laws, bond issuance is always put before voters
35
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as a statewide referendum question.47 Rhode Island voters have never rejected an open space bond
issue.48 In 2012, Rhode Island voters approved $20 million in environmental management bonds.49 $2.5
million of that went to “State Land-Acquisition – Open Space” to purchase “land, development rights
and conservation easements,”50 and $4.5 million went to fund the purchase of “Farmland Development
Rights” supporting the State’s Farmland Preservation Program.51 The referendum passed with seventy
percent approval.52 The use of the 2012 bond money is expected to commence in 2014 and be
completed by 2020.53 The Governor and the Rhode Island House decide how much of the bond
appropriation to spend each year.54

C. Other Tools & Strategies to Address Farmland Preservation & Land
Access
Aside from legislative programs, there are other efforts and proposed projects within Rhode Island
aimed at preserving farmland and ensuring land access. These projects are spearheaded both by nonprofit organizations and state agencies. They include a farmland listing website, a proposal for a nonprofit field agent to assist with farmland acquisition and succession, and an additional proposed RIDEMled farmland preservation program.
1. New England Farmland Finder (NEFF): A consortium of non-profit, state and institutional
stakeholders came together to create the New England Farmland Finder, an online portal to connect
New England farmland-seekers and farmland-owners.55 The online tool serves as a clearinghouse for
landholders—private, organizational, and public (municipal and state)—to post farm properties that are
available, and farmland-seekers to search through available properties. NEFF includes farms and
farmland from across the New England region. The site is free, simple to use and automated to keep
postings up-to-date. NEFF was intentionally developed to post farm properties.56 Based on their
research and experience, the groups that developed NEFF determined that it would be most effective to
separate a regional listing of farm properties from the support services for farm seekers and
landowners. Those services include education, tools and ongoing support on such topics as leasing, land
assessment, and financing.57 In the NEFF developers’ vision, NEFF would synchronize and partner with
existing land linking, beginning farmer and landowner programs in the region, thereby avoiding
resource-demanding duplication.58
2. On-the-ground support for farm seekers and landowners: While NEFF and farm property lists are
necessary, they are not sufficient to ensure land access. As mentioned above, farmers and landowners
need information and technical assistance to “make good matches,” make more land available, and
47
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address affordability and security. Land For Good is a non-profit organization that helps farmers and
communities navigate the complexities of land access, tenure and transfer. Currently, the organization
has field agents that serve seekers, transitioning farm families and landowners throughout New England,
but there is no field agent located in and specifically assigned to Rhode Island.59 These field agents meet
with farmers individually to provide technical assistance to new farmers and help retiring farms plan for
retirement and succession. These field agents provide individual consultations, as well as assistance
crafting documents and coaching.60 Land For Good field agents also host public workshops and meetings
where farmers can learn about land access and meet with farmers in similar situations.61
RIDEM representatives have talked with Land For Good about hiring a field agent in Rhode Island, to
enhance Land For Good’s capacity in the state and to support RIDEM’s goal of addressing farmland
access challenges in Rhode Island.62 This field agent would reach out to people who own land that has
agriculture potential, and assist older farmers with transition and estate planning and new farmers with
land access and acquisition.63 Land For Good continues to dialogue with leaders in Rhode Island about
funding for a Rhode Island field agent, but none has been secured at the publication of this report.64
3. Proposed RIDEM “Buy, Protect, Sell” Program: According to Michelle Sheehan, State Land
Conservation Program Assistant, RIDEM is also in the process of creating a new farmland preservation
program modeled after Maine Farmland Trust’s “Buy/Protect/Sell” program.65 In this program, RIDEM
would purchase farms, restrict development rights, and then sell the land affordably to farmers at the
farm’s agricultural value as opposed to its development value. The program will bring in some revenue,
as farmers will buy the land from the state; however because the state will purchase land at the market
rate and sell it to farmers at an affordable rate, the program will need outside funding.66 RIDEM is
planning to use open space bonds (as described above) to fund this program.67
4. Rhode Island Land Trust Council (RILTC) Survey and Outreach to Land Trusts: In 2010, RILTC
embarked on a survey to determine how many land trusts protected agricultural land and to investigate
the barriers keeping land trusts from placing more land in agricultural production.68 After extensive mail
and phone surveys, RILTC determined that twenty-five land trusts were protecting farmland and keeping
it in agricultural use, and more than half of these leased their land for specialty crops. Moreover, with
very few exceptions, farmland owned by land trusts was currently in production.69 RILTC determined
that a general land-linking program was not necessary—most land trusts had already been approached
by farmers looking for land—but a linking program for farmers who want to raise nut trees and specialty
crops may be helpful.70 RILTC also developed a handbook for land trusts, municipalities and institutions
that described how to lease land they owned to farmers and included a checklist and model lease
documents.71 RILTC also performed outreach to land trusts leaders and conducted three workshops in
59
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2010 and 2011 aimed at providing land trusts with information on how to lease to farmers.72 As a result
of this outreach, two land trusts are working with the RILTC to move their farmland towards more
productive, specialty crop production.73

D. Major Players
There are a variety of stakeholders actively working on farmland preservation and other land
conservation efforts in Rhode Island. These groups range from state legislators and state agencies to
local non-profit organizations and advocacy groups. As we consider how to develop a new land-linking
program, it is important to understand the groups currently engaged in the issue. To succeed, any new
land-linking program must actively cooperate and coordinate with existing stakeholders. Below is a list
of major players in the Rhode Island agriculture community that we have identified; however there are
likely many more organizations and individuals actively working in the area that we have missed.
Government Actors:
 Rhode Island General Assembly – The state legislature must pass and fund all legislation to
promote farmland preservation. The Assembly meets about three times per week from January
to June each year.74 The Assembly typically passes the state budget at the end of the term
before the Fiscal Year begins in July.75
 Agricultural Lands Preservation Commission (ALPC) – The ALPC is a quasi-legislative body
created in 1981 pursuant to Rhode Island General Laws 42-82 (Farmland Preservation Act).76 The
ALPC is responsible for administering the Farmland Preservation Act, the current major farmland
preservation strategy in Rhode Island (explained above on page 4).77 The Commission protects
farmland by acquiring the development rights to farmland in Rhode Island.78 It meets monthly to
review applications for preservation support.
 Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management (RIDEM) – RIDEM oversees
agriculture and farming in the state. Within RIDEM, the Division of Agriculture focuses on
farmland preservation, collaborating with ALPC. Kenneth Ayers (Chief of the Division of
Agriculture), Michelle Sheehan (State Land Conservation Program Assistant), and Elizabeth
Peterman (Senior Environmental Planner) all work on farmland preservation.
Non-Governmental Groups:
 Conservation Districts – Conservation districts are state mandated, quasi-public entities working
in the areas of forestry and agriculture to reduce erosion and non-point source pollution and
protect natural resources. The Districts are not state funded; instead they receive their funding
from a variety of sources including Providence Water and the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
72
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Natural Resources Conservation Service.79 There are three conservation districts in Rhode Island:
Northern (covering Providence County), Southern (covering Kent and Washington countries) and
Eastern (covering the state’s islands and the East Bay).80 Conservation Districts are not
regulatory agencies, but rather provide assistance and work in partnership with farmlandowners, farmers, municipalities, non-profits and state and federal agencies.81
 Land For Good – Land For Good is a non-profit organization providing guidance and support
since 2004 to help “farmers, landowners and communities navigate the complex challenges of
land access, tenure, and transfer.”82 The organization is headquartered in New Hampshire, but it
works in all six New England states. Land For Good operates on a variety of different scales,
from working with individual farmers and landholders to partnering with regional and national
organizations.83
 Local Land Trusts – Land trusts are nonprofit organizations that protect land and preserve open
spaces, natural areas and farmlands, oftentimes in order to maintain the character of their
communities or states. Land trusts permanently steward and defend the conservation
easements and land that they hold. For example, the Southside Community Land Trust (SSCLT)
actively reclaims land in the Greater Providence area and re-purposes the land for urban farms
and gardens.84 As of 2011, SSCLT has preserved and transformed fifty-five acres of land and
created thirty-five community gardens.85 Currently, there are over forty-five land trusts in the
state of Rhode Island.86 Most of these land trusts are private, non-profit 501(c)(3) organizations;
however eighteen are affiliated with municipal governments.87 Only seven of the forty-five have
paid staff; the others are volunteer-run.88 Five land trusts have also started farmer’s markets to
support agriculture in their community.89
 New England Farmers Union (NEFU) – New England Farmers Union is a membership
organization committed to enhancing the quality of life of farmers, fisherman, nurserymen and
their customers.90 NEFU engages in lobbying and legislative advocacy with member farmers and
fishermen driving policy positions.91 NEFU engages with New England elected officials and public
agencies, asking them to implement and enforce laws and regulations that can strengthen New
England’s farms and fisheries. NEFU has 1,500 members.92
 Rhode Island Agricultural Partnership (RhodyAg) – The Rhode Island Agricultural Partnership is
a group of dedicated professionals seeking to foster the economic viability of the state’s
79
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agricultural producers in the face of growth, development and economic pressure.93 Members
of the Steering Committee include farmers, representatives of state agencies and agricultural
land trusts, and land-use advocates. In 2011, the group published a Five-Year Strategic Plan for
Rhode Island’s Agriculture.94
 Rhode Island Farm Bureau (RIFB) – RIFB is an independent, non-governmental, voluntary
organization of farmers and ranchers.95 The organization works on statewide projects to
promote agriculture and to analyze problems facing its members and formulate solutions
designed to improve the well-being of the state’s farmland and farmers.96 Concerned about the
high-price of farmland and the extensive development pressures, RIFB actively works to keep
farmland affordable and in production by drafting reports, creating legislative suggestions, and
lobbying the state legislature.97
 Rhode Island Food Policy Council (RIFPC) – RIFPC is a volunteer group of citizens that creates
partnerships, develops policies, and advocates for improvements to Rhode Island’s food system
to increase and expand its capacity, viability and sustainability. Because one of the Council’s four
goals involves increasing production of local food, the Council is deeply invested in ensuring that
Rhode Island supports farmers and local agriculture.
 Rhode Island Land Bank – The Rhode Island Land Bank currently acquires and holds
undeveloped properties for up to twelve months that will be developed as affordable housing.98
While the Land Bank currently has a narrow development-based focus, in other states Land
Banks are used to hold and protect farmland to promote agriculture.99 If the legislature
expanded the scope of the Land Bank’s work, there is potential that the Land Bank could
become a player in increasing access to farmland.
 Rhode Island Land Trust Council (RILTC) – The Rhode Island Land Trust Council “fosters a
sustainable land conservation movement in the State of Rhode Island by supporting the
missions and operations of land trusts and providing a forum for their effective cooperation.”
The RILTC is a coalition of the state’s land trusts. RILTC increases local land trusts’ capacity, and
also works on a statewide level to promote legislation and state policies aimed at supporting
land trusts and land conservation including building public and legislative support for the state’s
Open Space Bond referenda. In addition, RILTC has held forums and workshops and produced
reports, handbooks and videos to educate land trust and municipal leaders about the
importance of protecting farmland including information on “how to” protect farmland and to
lease farmland they own. RILTC has also collaborated with several land trusts to increase
agricultural use of properties they own.100
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 Young Farmer Network (YFN) –The Younger Farmer Network runs Young Farmer Nights, a series
of free, regular social and educational events meant to foster a farming community in
Southeastern New England.101 These events occur every few weeks, rotating among farms, and
are open to farmers and interested allies of all ages and experience levels.102 Each night includes
a farm tour, a potluck dinner and a fun activity.103
Because there are so many parties involved in Rhode Island farmland preservation, any legislative
solution proposed by RIFPC must take note of the existing actors, and work to coordinate between these
efforts.
While Rhode Island has a variety of farmland preservation strategies in place, the state has no
centralized method of linking new farmers with current farmland-owners and underutilized public land.
A number of states and private organizations (including Land for Good) have recognized that land-linking
is an effective way both to increase farmland preservation and to promote land access, and in particular
land access for new and expanding farmers. To get a better picture of the current landscape of landlinking programs across the country, Section III and IV will analyze other states’ and municipalities’
efforts to create and implement both private and public land-linking programs.

III. PRIVATE LAND-LINKING PROGRAMS
Private land-linking programs connect private landholders with farmland-seekers. Most private landlinking programs provide two main services: they post listings of real estate opportunities for sale and
lease, providing information to farmland-seekers about land, and they provide educational materials.
The most comprehensive programs provide additional services, such as succession planning and
individual consultations. Some “private” land-linking programs are also open to public entities seeking to
keep their land in agricultural production or sell unused land for agricultural production; indeed
combining private and public land-linking efforts creates an integrated program that can increase land
access for new and expanding farmers.
This section will describe how private land-linking programs are structured and operate; explain their
core purposes of aggregating real estate opportunities and providing educational materials, as well as
additional services they provide; and conclude by detailing the benefits and challenges of these
programs.

A. The Structure of Private Land-Linking Programs
Private land-linking programs vary in relation to how they link farms and private farmland-owners as
well as in their level of involvement with the matchmaking process.104 Private land-linking programs
always include some website component, which includes the farmland listing and typically background
information. The websites generally have two main sections: the first section includes postings of
available farmland for farmland-seekers, and the second provides more general resources on topics such
as how to find land, create leases or tenure agreements, and begin operating a farm business. The
websites also vary in whether they are open to the public or limit access. For example, Maine FarmLink
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requires that farmers have three years of agriculture experience to access their listings.105 Most of the
time access to the listings is free, but some programs require that users pay a fee, like Pennsylvania
FarmLink, which requires a $75 fee for access to the database either to list or to view.106
For the most part, private land-linking programs are run by non-profit organizations. The Midwest
Organic and Sustainable Education Service, a non-profit in Wisconsin, provides a land-linking service on
its website, in addition to trainings and conferences aimed at promoting organic and sustainable farming
practices.107 Maine Farmland Trust operates Maine FarmLink, a website that includes databases of
farmland-owners and farmland-seekers, as well as resources to assist with land transfer.108
By contrast, other private land-linking programs are operated by state agencies. In the northeast,
Connecticut and New Jersey both have private land-linking programs run by their Departments of
Agriculture. In Connecticut, the program was created via legislation.109 The statute gives authority to the
Connecticut Department of Agriculture to establish a “database of farmers and agricultural land owners
who intend to sell their farm operations or agricultural land” and briefly describes the linking
mechanism.110 The legislation also requires that the department post educational materials on the
program’s website.111 The limited legislative direction suggests that the Connecticut Department of
Agriculture has broad discretion in creating and implementing the land-link program. The Connecticut
program connects farmland-seekers with farmland-owners with agricultural land for rent and sale and
also disseminates information on leasing and farm transfer.112 The New Jersey Farm Link program, while
not legislatively-created, operates similarly to Connecticut’s program.

B. Services Provided by Private Land-Linking Programs
A number of functions fall under the general heading of “land-linking,” and it can be helpful to
distinguish the various types and functions of land-linking programs. Land-linking programs can provide
three different types of land access services: listing, linking, and matching. They can also provide other,
additional “wraparound” services for seekers and landowners.113 Listing is simply the presentation of
available farm properties, without any other functions, and New England Farmland Finder is an example
of a listing platform. Linking involves some sort of application, screening and exchange of names, and
lastly, matching is more hands-on, typically involving a staff person introducing two parties, and helping
them with a transaction. Other services include educating seekers and landowners, referral to
appropriate advisors, planning, document preparation, and negotiation assistance, for example.114 As
shown in the following descriptions, “land-linking” programs vary greatly in their approach and services.
1. Listing of Real Estate Opportunities
As described above, private land-linking programs always include farmland listings on their websites, to
provide information to farmland-seekers. Some sites are little more than online posting databases,
serving just the “listing” function; however other programs have more extensive applications and intake
105
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procedures, providing more “linking” assistance. Aside from the rigorousness of the intake procedure,
the listing and searching mechanisms are for the most part very similar from state to state. New Jersey
offers a good model to illustrate these services.115
In New Jersey, the applicant must first complete and return a farmland-owner or farmland-seeker form,
which requests general personal information as well as a description of the site to be listed (for
farmland-owners)116 or a description of relevant farming experience and plan for the farm (for farmlandseekers).117 The farming opportunity is then added to the website, where it is viewable and searchable
by participants and members of the public. If someone views the listing and wants more information
(for example, contact information or background details), she can request a copy of that farmlandowner’s form by contacting the Farm Link program. For each request made, the program exchanges the
farmland-owner’s and farmland-seeker’s forms, allowing each party to decide whether he or she wants
to contact the other to determine whether a match is possible.118 Once the parties make contact, the
land-linking program has no further role.
Other matching processes may have slight variations. For example, Maine FarmLink requires that
farmland-seekers interested in a posting for farmland discuss it with FarmLink staff before making
contact with the farmland-owner. The FarmLink staff serve as intermediaries (as opposed to the New
Jersey program where information is exchanged automatically), and the program will put the two
parties in touch only if the farmland-owner is interested in the profile of the farmland-seeker.119
2. Additional Wraparound Offerings
Because private land-linking programs are run by a wide variety of entities, their scopes, budgets and
services differ substantially. Many programs, including Connecticut and New Jersey’s programs, focus on
the basic mission of providing farmland listings and education materials.120 Some farm-linking programs
provide more than simply linking or matching assistance, because far more is required to get new and
expanding farmers on the land and farming productively. Other private land-linking programs with more
resources have created broader, more comprehensive programs, and provide extensive assistance,
including farm succession planning, training on farming and business practices and consulting. Land for
Good (as described in the previous section) and California FarmLink are good examples of programs that
provide additional, more comprehensive services, including assisting with farm transfer, providing loans,
and offering trainings.
a. Farm Transfer & Succession: California FarmLink, a non-profit organization, helps farmers
face succession challenges by helping families clarify their goals and facilitating family discussion
about the future of the farm business.121 Similarly, Land For Good advises and coaches clients
through the farm transfer planning process via facilitation and technical assistance.122
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b. Providing Loans: California FarmLink also provides flexibly-structured financing to lowincome, immigrant, and beginning farmers through the Farm Opportunities Loan Program.123
This program is specifically dedicated to farmers who cannot secure capital through
conventional bank loans because they lack experience or language skills, have poor credit, or are
pursuing non-traditional business models.124 By having more flexible credit criteria, California
FarmLink can often lend to these underserved farmers. If farmers are ineligible for this loan
program, California FarmLink connects them to other financing sources including public loans or
alternative financing solutions.125 Such a lending program is expensive, but it can be
exceptionally helpful for beginning and underserved farmers.
c. Workshops, Educational Materials and Consulting: Aside from connecting farmland-seekers
and farmland-owners, land-linking programs’ websites often also include a wide variety of
resources on farming and farm succession. For example, farmland-seekers can find material on
strategies to find land, get financing, and start a farm business, as well as links to non-profit
organizations and public agencies that can provide them with technical assistance.126 Farmlandowners can find resources about tenure agreements, how to manage farm transfer, and
succession and retirement planning.127 Some organizations, including Land For Good, also
provide workshops, trainings and public meetings where farmers can learn about land access
and meet other farmers going through the same process.

C. Conclusion: Benefits & Challenges of Private Land-Linking Programs
Private land-linking programs offer a simple and efficient way to help farmers find farmland. The basic
operation of private land-linking programs—establishing websites for farmland listings and gathering
resources for farm businesses—makes them relatively simple to implement and operate. The classified
listings and resource pages are clear for farmers to understand, and may be easy for organizations to set
up and maintain. Offering additional services like providing loans and consulting is more cost-intensive
and requires staff and other resources, but these additional services can greatly enhance the
effectiveness of a land-linking program (as noted in the Recommendations below).
The internet-based structure enables farmers to access this resource and makes it easier to maintain an
up-to-date database. Internet hosting also maintains lower operating costs compared to other forms of
service delivery, such as in-person or telephone appointments. Unfortunately, though, not all farmers
use the Internet. Rural areas typically have less consistent (or non-existent) Internet coverage, and given
their age and profession, older farmers are particularly unlikely to be comfortable using the Internet.
Internet-based land-linking programs thus may miss out on this important demographic, whose
members are likely to be interested in transferring their land to younger farmers. Therefore, it may be
useful to include a less technological outreach component in the program such as a telephone hotline.
Lastly, because they exist solely online, land-linking programs may lack visibility within the farming
community. To increase visibility, these programs should implement outreach campaigns, such as: (1)
mailing information to farmers in the state, (2) publishing advertisements in farmers’ journals, or (3)
renting booths at state agricultural fairs.
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A major complaint regarding listing and land-linking programs is the relatively small size of property
databases, compared with the large list of seekers. Listing and linking programs cannot singlehandedly
alleviate land access problems, nor can they ensure farmland preservation on their own. In order to
broaden the properties listed and provide more opportunities for beginning farmers, land-linking
organizations have the challenge of reaching out to non-farming landowners who hold property that is
appropriate for farming to inform them about the opportunity to lease or sell their land.128

IV. PUBLIC LAND-LINKING PROGRAMS
Public land-linking is a policy initiative whereby government entities—at either the federal, state, or
municipal level—provide public land to private parties. Generally, land-linking provides surplus
government land for private parties to lease and occasionally purchase, oftentimes with a goal of
promoting a certain type of land use (e.g. agriculture) or reducing blight associated with underutilized
public land. Such programs can be established via state legislation or municipal ordinance; they can also
be created by federal, state and local governments without supporting legislation. Lastly, public landlinking can be promoted and facilitated by private parties. Aside from implementing land-linking
programs, state and municipal governments can also help connect private users with public lands via
land inventories, and land banks to help connect private users with public land.
Efforts to link private farmers with public land are not new. Ever since 1862, when the first Homestead
Act was passed, federal, state and local governments have enacted numerous policies designed to
populate unused government land with new farmers and agricultural uses.129 These efforts are
particularly meaningful because governments, on all levels, own significant land. In the United States,
public agencies own almost forty percent of the land area.130 In Rhode Island, the amount of stateowned public land is smaller but still substantial: 61,000 acres, or ten percent of all land in the state.131
Additionally, almost all tidal coastland in Rhode Island—384 miles in total—is publicly owned.132
Traditionally, some of these publicly-owned lands have been leased to private commercial entities,
including ranchers, miners, and farmers. This public land has also typically been more difficult for private
parties to acquire, because it sits beneath layers of regulation and bureaucracy that must be navigated
before any deal can be reached.133

A. Structure of Public Land-Linking Programs
1. Programs Created by Legislation
Legislation can help create and support land-linking programs, either by setting up the structure of the
program or by providing funding. Very few states have enacted legislation to support public land-linking
128
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programs, and even fewer have legislation that specifically addresses linking public land with farmers.
However, a few state legislatures have created programs that serve as instructive models of land-linking
programs. As noted in Section III, legislation in Connecticut created the Connecticut FarmLink Program.
The enabling legislation requires the Department of Agriculture to “establish a database of farmers and
agricultural land owners who intend to sell their farm operations or agricultural land,” and the Agency
must make “reasonable efforts to facilitate contact between parties with similar interests.”134 While the
Connecticut program is aimed at private farmland-owners, public entities may also participate in their
program, and this legislative language could serve as a model for public land-linking programs.
The strongest public land-linking legislative program—and the most recent—is the one implemented in
Iowa in 2013, which requires state government to give express priority to new farmers when leasing out
public lands. Iowa’s statute established a program, managed by the Department of Natural Resources
(DNR), which offers beginning farmers the ability to lease agricultural land controlled by the DNR.135 The
Iowa program operates by classifying available land that would be “moderate” or “good” for farming.136
It then posts available lands online, along with the rental terms and a description of the plot.137 Most
leases are for a three-year term and require ten or twenty percent of payment at signing.138
To qualify for the program, a farmer must be an Iowa resident, classified as a beginning farmer with the
appropriate skills, and have a net worth less than $691,000.139 To qualify as a beginning farmer, a lessee
must be an “individual, partnership, family farm corporation, or family farm limited liability company
with a low to moderate net worth that engages in or wishes to engage in farming.”140 To qualify as
appropriately skilled, a farmer must receive certification through the Iowa Agricultural Development
Division (IADD).141 The IADD operates as part of a larger scheme designed to assist young and fledgling
farmers. This scheme includes the Beginning Farmer Loan Program (BFLP) and the Beginning Farmer Tax
Credit Program (BFTC), both of which aim to provide financial support for purchasing land, buying
machinery, livestock, and other equipment, and securing agricultural employment opportunities.142

2. Governmental Programmatic and Policy Approaches
While a handful of states have created public land-linking programs via legislation, other policymakers
have implemented land-linking programs without enabling legislation. Indeed, federal, state and local
governments across the country have promoted land-linking via policies and programs without any
explicit legislative mandate or underlying statutory infrastructure.
a. Federal Programs: While land use is typically dealt with on a state or local level, the federal
government is a major landholder, and federal agencies have created land-linking programs to
help connect farmers with underutilized federal land. For example, in Ohio, the National Park
Service leases out historical farmland, including houses and related buildings, in Cuyahoga
134
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National Park to farmers willing to restore the properties and use them for agricultural
production.143 Once the new farmer has been connected with the old and unused farmland, the
National Park Service remains actively engaged in the farmer’s efforts: the agency provides
infrastructural support, assesses farming practices to ensure the farmer is using sustainable
practices, and works to help the lessee succeed commercially, such as by hosting farmers
markets nearby.144 The program is also notable for the long duration of its leases: in most cases,
they are granted for a period of sixty years.145
b. State Programs: In some states, agencies lease lands to private parties who agree to use the
land for purposes compatible with the mission of the agency. Although these purposes are
usually limited in scope, requiring a potential farmer to offer or comply with specified practices,
agency land-linking also carries some strong advantages: it is often efficiently run, requiring
relatively few layers of government bureaucracy and oversight; and its overall purposes are
clear, allowing compatible farmers the opportunity to enter into a mutually beneficial land
arrangement. Two of the more robust state agency programs can be found in New Jersey and
Illinois.
In New Jersey, the Department of Environmental Protection Division of Fish and Wildlife offers
approximately 280 lease agreements for use by local governments, non-profit organizations,
corporations, and private citizens.146 The leases are administered by the Department of
Environmental Protection’s Natural and Historic Resources Group.147 The Group works to
identify appropriate land, update and price land information online, hold public bids, and
provide rent oversight.148 Farmland properties are a core component of the program,149 and the
leases guidelines contain few specifications, ensuring that farmers have the flexibility to
innovate and experiment on their land.150
In Illinois, the Department of Natural Resources has adopted a policy of leasing out land it owns
or manages for agricultural use.151 Through the accompanying program, officially the
Agricultural Land and Wildlife Habitat Management Program, the Department works to identify
cropping plans and agricultural practices that are compatible with the agency’s overall purpose:
protecting wildlife and improving habitat diversity.152 Once identified, appropriate lands are
leased out through a competitive bidding process. The farmer or entity that makes the winning
bid can develop the land in accordance with its cropping plan, paying rent in the form of cash,
crops, or services.153
In Massachusetts, the Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources (MDAR) runs the
State-Owned Farmland Licensing Program, which makes publicly-owned agricultural land
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available to farmers through agricultural licenses.154 The Program’s eight farmland properties
are put out to bid through a Request for Response (RFR) process, and then MDAR negotiates a
license agreement with the farmer outlining terms and conditions of use. The rental period is for
five years with an option to renew for an additional five years.155 Farmers are only allowed to
build temporary structures, like fences, and the structures must be removed when the
agreement ends.156 Farmers also are not allowed to operate farm stands or retail establishments
on the land.157
c. Local Programs: Municipalities have also implemented public land-linking programs, and
several municipalities in Colorado are at the forefront of these efforts. In Aurora, Colorado, the
Aurora Parks, Recreation and Open Space Department donated land to DeLaney Community
Farm, a community supported agriculture (CSA) project where members help to grow
vegetables, herbs, and flowers and also enjoy the products produced on the parcel.158 Instead of
offering leases, the CSA operates by requiring annual membership dues from its members and
other affiliated participants.159
In Boulder, the Board of County Commissioners implemented the Boulder County Food and
Agriculture Policy Council Strategic Plan. The plan defines sustainable agriculture practices for
the Boulder County Parks and Open Space (BCPOS), which oversees 100,000 acres of unused
open space—25,000 of which is dedicated to agriculture.160 The BCPOS manages the open space
by offering leases, tracking crop production, and working to improve the land’s water supply.161
To qualify for a lease, new farmers must take the Colorado Building Farmers training program.162
Other municipalities have followed Boulder’s lead and implemented their own agriculture
programs. Many programs take innovative approaches towards repurposing underutilized lands
that traditionally were not reserved for agriculture. In Aurora, Illinois, for example, tillable land
at the Aurora Municipal Airport is periodically leased to farmers for agricultural production.163 A
program in Pennsylvania takes an opposite approach: it seeks to revitalize traditional farmland
that is no longer in active use. To accomplish this, Stroud Township, a township in Monroe
County along the New Jersey border, works to purchase and protect threatened farmland for
perpetuity.164 The program’s signature farm—Josie Porter Farm—was purchased from private
owners using Open Space funds.165 The farm is now run by farmers using traditional farming
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methods, who also operate a farmers market, a buying club, and a CSA that distributes over 125
shares of produce to the local community with the goal of increasing food security.166

3. Private Organization Approaches
In many places, private organizations have undertaken efforts to facilitate the public land-linking
process, usually on a local level. In San Luis Obispo County, California, an organization called Central
Coast Grown used Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology and aerial satellite photographs to
build a database of public land that has the proper characteristics to support agricultural production.167
Once suitable land is identified, Central Coast Grown works with the municipality to find farmers to
lease the land.168 Similarly, in Massachusetts, the New Entry Sustainable Farming Project—supported by
Tufts University—runs Community Farmland Connections.169 Community Farmland Connections uses GIS
to identify unused viable farmland and works with towns and their agricultural commissions to
encourage landowners to lease their land to a farmer.170 (Community Farmland Connection looks at
both public and private land.) In North Carolina, public lands are matched with individual farmers
through the work of private organizations, including the Carolina Farm Stewardship Association (CFSA),
the North Carolina Farm Bureau, and Center for Environmental Farming Systems (CEFS).171
Private organizations have also played a key role in promoting farm incubator programs. Farm incubator
programs take a more active approach to the problem of land access than land-linking programs, for
example offering traditional agricultural training and technical assistance in addition to sometimes
linking new farmers with land—usually public land—for agricultural development.172 Farm incubator
programs can also offer assistance with acquiring farming tools. For example, Intervale Center in
Burlington, Vermont has a farm incubator program that leases land, and also “equipment, greenhouses,
irrigation, and storage facilities to “small independent farmers” directly.173
Some incubator farms are run through the joint efforts of public entities and private groups. For
example, the PLANT Farm Enterprise Incubator operates on lands owned by a public university, North
Carolina State University, and receives support from Orange County, the local municipality.174 PLANT
Farm Enterprise leases land parcels of two to five acres to apprentice farmers for renewable three-year
periods.175

B. Other Strategies to Connect Public Land to Private Owners
Aside from traditional public land-linking programs, there are other strategies that can help connect
public land to private farmers. Although these programs do not technically fall under the umbrella of
land-linking, we chose to include these strategies for the sake of comprehensiveness, and also because
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these programs can help support land-linking programs. These strategies include: (1) land inventories,
(2) land banks, and (3) public land trusts.

1. Land Inventory
To promote urban and rural agricultural uses by making more land available for farming, a number of
state and localities have created land inventories, which catalog land and determine which parcels may
be appropriate for agriculture. This is especially helpful if there is no consensus about how much public
land is actually usable farmland in the jurisdiction. In some cases, a state statute or city ordinance
mandates that a public entity create a land inventory. This statutory backing is helpful because creating
a land inventory can be time-consuming and costly, and without statutory compulsion agencies may lack
the political will necessary to tackle the task.
For example, in Florida, the Department of Environmental Protection is required by statute to produce
an inventory of all publicly owned lands.176 The Department contracts with the Public Lands Research
Program to examine tax-roll databases and ownership data to compile the inventory, known as the
Public Lands Inventory (PLI).177 As a result of these efforts, private parties have a one-stop searchable
database for locating parcels by agency or location.178
On the municipal level, one of the most successful inventory efforts in the country is Portland, Oregon’s
“Diggable City” (DC) Project. The project was initiated by an ordinance, passed in 2004, which called for
a citywide inventory of municipal land for the purpose of determining urban agriculture suitability.179
After the ordinance’s passage, the city worked with local graduate students to survey public lands using
GIS technology. The survey involved examining property records and satellite maps to determine each
parcel’s agricultural suitability, based on factors such as tree cover and the presence of nearby buildings.
Once compiled, the final inventory categorized each available parcel based on its recommended land
use.180 Various community stakeholders and agencies provided input throughout the process, thus
ensuring a collaborative effort.181 Portland’s DC Project has served as a model for other cities looking to
promote urban agriculture on public lands, and cities such as Seattle, Oakland, Cincinnati and Baltimore
have also created online databases of land that can be leased for urban farming and gardening.182

2. Land Banking
Land banking is another mechanism for channeling public parcels toward private use, and it can help
provide opportunities for aspiring farmers. A land bank, unlike a land trust, is operated by a quasigovernmental entity for the function of collecting property to remediate it, repurpose it, and find a
private party willing to buy or lease the land.183 While lank banks sometimes need to purchase a given
parcel, often they build their inventory by receiving title to foreclosed parcels that are not sold, or by
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amassing surplus public land.184 In almost all cases, whether implemented at a state or local level, a land
bank requires state-level enabling legislation.185 This is especially the case for land banks today, which
typically draw upon a broad range of funding sources and therefore require greater legal flexibility.186
Although, as noted above, Rhode Island has over 45 land trusts, the state’s only land bank is limited in
scope to real estate development and affordable housing projects.187
The first land banks were created in St. Louis and Cleveland, beginning in the 1970s.188 These initial
banks used state enabling legislation to empower local land banking authorities to manage surplus land
to address pressing community issues.189 The St. Louis and Cleveland Land Banks addressed
economically blighted properties—for example properties that were abandoned and tax delinquent—
using their limited resources and legal power to purchase and clear the parcels and transfer them to
private productive use.190
Recently, land banks have expanded in their power and focus, acquiring funding sources outside of
traditional government channels, receiving the authority to concentrate efforts on larger numbers of
parcels, and emphasizing alternative uses, such as agriculture.191 Some examples of these modern land
banks include programs enabled by state legislation and initiated by state governments in Michigan,192
Ohio,193 Pennsylvania,194 and New York.195
For example, in 2010, New York introduced land bank enabling legislation,196 intended to build on the
success of other programs while simultaneously simplifying the mechanisms by which land is acquired
and managed.197 The resulting law in New York created the New York State Land Bank Program, which
provides an application process for municipalities that seek to start a land bank program.198 The state
works in conjunction with these municipalities to approve and monitor their programs. To receive
approval, a proposal should document the extent of the locality’s vacant, foreclosed, and tax-delinquent
land; the intergovernmental cooperation planned between the municipality and other stakeholders; the
policy priorities for use of acquired lands; and the proposed financial resources from which the bank
expects to draw, along with several other factors.199 Once the municipalities’ land banks are approved,
they can take control and redevelop vacant and abandoned properties.200 Land banks must submit
annual reports to Empire State Development (ESD), a state agency.201 While agriculture is not explicitly
184
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mentioned in the legislation, the inclusion of rural areas reflects the state’s willingness to use banked
lands for farmland needs.202
Similarly, Ohio’s 2008 “second generation” land-banking law allows local land banks greater autonomy
to manage and develop land in line with larger land-use policies.203 The local Cuyahoga Land Bank in
Cleveland has bought and cleared vacant and foreclosed properties to use for food production. Based on
these efforts, about 120 vacant lots have been converted into community gardens, orchards, and
parks.204
While Rhode Island has no land bank along the lines discussed in this section, the programs
implemented over the past decade provide valuable lessons. A strong land bank in Rhode Island would
likely need to be created through legislation, empowering a strong authority that would engage in all
steps of a project, make it easy for a municipality to express interest in starting a land bank, and engage
local community members.

C. Conclusion: A Wealth of Opportunities
The significant diversity of public land-linking programs offers both challenges and opportunities for
states that seek to connect private farmers with public lands. In terms of challenges, the diversity of
programs suggests that there is no consensus regarding the best way to implement this policy.
Fortunately, however, the diversity of programs also presents numerous informative case studies.
Lawmakers can look to Iowa’s innovative and inventive legislation to help support land-linking to new
and expanding farmers. If lawmakers want to incorporate other strategies they can consider Portland’s
success building a land inventory, and New York or Ohio’s model land banking.

V. CHALLENGES TO PRIVATE AND PUBLIC LAND-LINKING IN
RHODE ISLAND AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Rhode Island has unique characteristics and challenges when it comes to implementing a land-linking
program. Section II of the report, which describes the current landscape of farmland preservation in
Rhode Island, provides a sense of the current land access landscape that any legislative or policy
program must take into account. Section III and IV detail other states’ private and public land-linking
programs, providing information to help guide Rhode Island advocates and policymakers as they
consider the best structure for establishing a land-linking program. This section briefly describes the
challenges facing the implementation of a land-linking program in Rhode Island. It also begins to identify
the policy and programmatic components of a land-linking program that will be essential in developing a
comprehensive, effective Rhode Island program.

A. Challenges for Implementing Land-Linking in Rhode Island
1. The major impediment to creating a land-linking program in Rhode Island is lack of staffing and
lack of funding.
As it becomes more known and used, New England Farmland Finder can be a successful component
of a more comprehensive set of land access and transfer services for Rhode Island. However, Rhode
Island should provide more education and technical assistance to farmland seekers, farm families,
202
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and landowners. Currently, Land For Good offers these services in Rhode Island via a field agent who
serves southern New England, but there is no dedicated field agent on the ground in Rhode
Island.205 Land for Good is currently seeking funding to support a part-time field agent in Rhode
Island.206 Any future land-linking program or policy in Rhode Island would benefit from at least one
staff person dedicated to coordinating and implementing the program successfully. This will require
appropriations by the state legislature or funding from another grant source.
2. Aside from funding and technical assistance limitations related to land-linking, restrictive
easements may prevent the innovation required to keep farms economically viable.207
In general, overly detailed language in conservation easements, including restrictions on fencing,208
can prevent farmers from innovating and adopting best farming practices.209 Any land-linking
program utilizing agricultural or open space easements must ensure that all parties, including
municipalities, land trusts and private property owners, understand how to draft easement terms to
support farmers. Currently, there is some debate regarding the typical ALPC easement language.
While some groups, including RILTC, believe the language is too restrictive, RIDEM representatives
feel that the easement is sufficiently permissive. Either way, the easement is made more
burdensome when projects utilize federal funds, because the federal government puts additional
restrictions in place.210 Prior to creating a land-linking program, Rhode Island must work to study the
issue, determine the root of the miscommunication, and change the easement language if necessary
or else educate stakeholders regarding why the current easement is sufficiently permissive. In
addition to standard easement language, it might also be necessary to amend existing easements on
public land to reduce restrictive language and to ensure that agriculture is allowed on land trust land
(currently, many conservation easements on land trust land do not allow for agricultural use).
Amending easements is a lengthy and onerous process, and may be especially difficult and timeconsuming for an all-volunteer run land trust.211 Any land-linking program, then, should have
resource to support municipalities, land trusts and landholders’ efforts to amend easements to
support a broad range of agricultural uses where appropriate and consistent with the original
purpose for protecting the property.
3. For a public land-linking program in Rhode Island, more needs to be done to determine how
much state and municipal is available and appropriate to support such a program.
While RIDEM has inventoried its land and begun to lease some of its holdings to farmers, other state
agencies have not analyzed their land holdings, and they may not have the capacity, funds or
political will to do so in the near future,212 particularly because most state agencies (aside from
RIDEM) have not yet incorporated GIS mapping.213 Rupert Friday at the RILTC believes that because
state agency budgets are so tight, some state agencies have sold some of their land holdings to
support their operating expenses.214 It is unclear whether municipalities have land that could be
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farmed – of the thirty-nine municipalities, twenty-one do not have land trusts. Moreover, even land
that was once farmable will become shrub, brush and trees within several years if not maintained in
agriculture.215 This out-of-production farmland becomes early succession forest and must be cleared
before it can go back into agricultural production.216 Municipalities and the state would need to
clear the land and get it back into agriculture condition, which would be a significant financial
burden.217
4. Aside from the possible small inventory of appropriate farmland, land trusts and state agencies
may be reluctant to lease their lands out for agricultural use because such uses are seen to be at
odds with the agencies’ stated goals.
For example, some land trusts seek only to conserve wildlife habitat and preserve open spaces, and
agricultural uses may not seem compatible with this mission. Similarly, RIDEM has leased out some
land to farmers allowing them to grow only low-impact crops, such as hay and corn, because then
the fields can also serve as wildlife habitat.218 Some people believe that a public land-linking
program likely needs an outreach and education component to convince municipalities, land trusts
and state agencies that agriculture can serve conservation and habitat preservation goals. RILTC has
already begun this work, creating a handbook on agricultural leasing and performing outreach to
land trusts.219 Nevertheless, it would be helpful to have stakeholders come together once again and
discuss opportunities for farming on state, municipal and land trust land. In order to foster success,
a land-linking or land access program must help facilitate relationships between farmers and land
trust, municipal and state landholders. As an RILTC report explains, farmers need someone at the
land trust or other conservation agency that “is a good liaison, communicates well, understands
agriculture and can work with the farmer to maintain the economic viability of the farm.”220
5. Lastly, to be successful, a land-linking program that involves leasing state or municipal land must
increase the maximum lease length for this land and ensure farmers are able to invest in capital
improvements.
To improve land access and security for farmers, a land linking program should seek changes in
public policy to allow longer lease terms on public land. Currently leases on state and municipal land
can only run for a maximum of five years.221 However, five years may not be a sufficient length of
time to entice farmers to invest in and cultivate the leased land. As explained by the RILTC, “farmers
leasing land will only invest in improvements like soil productivity if leases are long enough for them
to get a return on their investment.”222 The shorter the length of the lease, farmers will be less likely
to be able to get capital for projects on leased land, and they may not be incentivized to make
improvements because the land will revert to the landowner.

B. Key Components for Rhode Island Land-Linking Program
The broad diversity of private and public land-linking programs across the country offers valuable
lessons on the components of a successful program. While we plan on developing more specific
legislative recommendations throughout the spring of 2014, we identify in this memo some components
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that our initial research indicates are essential for a successful land-linking program. These components
are based on the various programs outlined in this memo, and also take into account the specific
characteristics of Rhode Island.
1. Conduct an inventory of state, municipal and land trust lands, including urban lands,
appropriate for farming. Aside from RIDEM’s inventory and the inventory of land trust land
done by RILTC, Rhode Island public entities and land trusts have not identified their land
holdings that might be appropriate for farming. State agencies, municipalities and land trusts
should conduct robust land inventories, focusing on identifying land that would be appropriate
for farming (including land that may require clearing). This public inventory should be uploaded
into a publicly-run database (as in Baltimore’s database of vacant land or Florida’s state-level
database described in Section IV(B)(1): Land Inventory). The state could partner with local
universities to help provide GIS support, as in Portland’s Diggable City project. This inventory
could be created with or without the legislature’s involvement. Rhode Island could also consider
emulating New Entry Sustainable Farming Project’s Community Farmland Connections
(described in Section IV(A)(3): Private Organization Approaches), which maps viable farmland in
municipalities and then works with the towns and agricultural commissions to do outreach to
private landowners and encourage them to lease their land to a farmer.
2. Research demand for farmland in Rhode Island. Analytics of New England Farmland Finder
show that there are many farmland seekers in the Providence and Rhode Island area and the
popular Young Farmers Nights show that younger Rhode Islanders are interested in farming.
However, there is little data available about the demographics of who is seeking farmland in
Rhode Island. Are they current farmers looking to expand? Apprentices looking to start their
own farm? Gaining a better understanding of who the land-linking program will serve will help
Rhode Island better design and tailor the program to fit farmers’ needs.
3. Create a program that goes beyond real-estate matching and educational resources. As
discussed in Section III, the most robust land-linking programs are those that provide support
and training beyond making matches and providing links to educational resources. To be most
effective, RI’s land-linking program could be modeled after California FarmLink and provide
succession planning, individual consultations and even lending programs to help facilitate
farmland transfer on both private and public land. To expand the number of young, beginning
farmers in the state, Rhode Island can also follow Iowa’s model and provide priority for farmers
that qualify as beginning farmers. These farmers should also be given extra training and support.
4. Ensure sufficient staff to administer the program. Though it is not clear exactly what design the
program should take, the program should work with existing players to coordinate efforts and
take advantage of existing infrastructure. To be effective, the program may need to address
existing personnel gaps. If the program hires staff, it should ensure that the staff have
knowledge of local farming practices and the local farming community. This person or persons
could be located in a variety of different organizations and agencies, and would help publicize
the program, perform outreach, make matches and provide technical assistance.
5. Ensure land-linking database is accessible and open to all. For both private and public land,
Rhode Island should ensure that whatever program is implemented is highly visible and
accessible (even to older farmers that may lack internet connection). To that end, Rhode Island
should create a land-linking program that has limited barriers: it should not require minimum
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farming experience or a fee to access the site’s listings. Because excessive calls to landowners
may be a nuisance, Rhode Island may want to consider establishing a middleman or screening
process to reduce the burden on farmland owners.223
6. Increase length of lease time. As noted above, Rhode Island public land is currently limited to a
lease length of five years, which in some cases may not be sufficient for farmers to recoup
capital investments they would like to make. Therefore, the Rhode Island legislature should
enable agencies to increase the lease lengths on public lands. Rhode Island could increase the
lease length from five years to ten years, as suggested by the Rhode Island Farm Bureau, or they
could consider a more flexible approach. For example, Minneapolis’ program offers leases of
various lengths depending on the farmer’s level of experience, and Portland’s urban agriculture
programs offers leases of up to ninety-nine years on a case-by-case basis. Leases with rolling
terms, or provisions for favorable extension might also address this problem.
7. Determine whether the standard conservation easement language sufficiently supports
farming and conduct outreach to land trusts and state agencies to educate them on the
benefits of farming and assist them in re-drafting their easements. As noted above, standard
conservation easements may be too restrictive and may limit farmland’s potential. As part of the
implementation of any land-linking program, RIDEM should work with Land for Good, the RI
Farm Bureau, RILTC and other stakeholders to clarify whether the current easements are
appropriately broad, and to determine what, if any, changes would be helpful to support
farmers, and to work with other New England states to try and revise NRCS’ standard easement
language. Any change to easement language should also ensure land remains in agricultural
production. Additionally, land trusts and state agencies may be reluctant to lease their lands out
for agricultural use because they believe it is at odds with their stated mission or purpose. Even
if they are amenable to allowing agriculture on their land, their easements may not allow it or
may be too restrictive to allow farmers to practice economically viable agriculture. Any program
Rhode Island creates and implements must address this crucial issue and provide outreach and
assistance to land trusts to help them support agriculture on their lands.
The State of Rhode Island has a tremendous opportunity to match farmland-seekers with public and
private land that is not currently in productive use, as well as land from retiring farmers. A land-linking
program also has the potential to preserve farmland and natural habitats that would otherwise be lost
to development. Further, a land-linking program would increase the amount of locally-grown food
available for sale in the state. Thus a well-designed land-linking program has the potential to address
significant problems and lead to a more vibrant Rhode Island food system.
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APPENDIX A: Farmland Access and Transfer: A Working Schematic about Services

©2011 Land For Good

This table identifies the key components of farmland access and transfer as identified by Land For Good. As Rhode Island considers how to design its own
program, this table could be helpful in organizing ideas and potential components of the program.

LISTING: a managed list of available farm
properties; may also list seekers.









May include:
o Landowner application
o Seeker application
o Online/other posting
o Notification process
o Updating process
o Outreach/promotion
Is list ONLY; probably web-based
Can maintain confidentiality. Think
Craig’s List or FSBO
What’s involved? Tasks/functions
How is this done? What is the process?
What works and what doesn’t for the
seeker or owner/?
Gap(s) and needs addressed? Fit with
other programs and services?



LINKING: a service providing contact
information to seekers/owners, typically
pre-sorted or screened.

MATCHING: a service that facilitates a
specific transaction between a seeker and
an owner.










May include:
o Providing selected
contact/other info
o Screening and categorizing/
coding owner and seeker
applicants
o Supporting information
o Site visits
Referral for TA What’s involved?
Tasks/functions
How is this done? What is the process?
What works and what doesn’t for the
seeker or owner/?
Gap(s) and needs addressed? Fit with
other programs and services?

SUPPORTING SERVICES: general services that build
seeker and/or owner competencies to engage in farm
acquisition or transfer:
o Business/financial/acquisition planning
o Land use planning, farm design
o Estate/succession/transfer planning
o Tenure option information
o Lease education
o Land protection/easements
o Landowner education, information
o Other






May include:
o Purchase/sale transaction
support
o Lease drafting/negotiation
o Management agreement
o Facilitated meetings
o Advisor team bldg. (legal,
other)
o Specific TA/referral
o Site visits
o Farmer recruitment
What’s involved? Tasks/functions
How is this done? What is the process?
What works and what doesn’t for the
seeker or owner/?
Gap(s) and needs addressed? Fit with
other programs and services?

ANCILLARY SERVICES: may be provided by program or
organization but not directly related to farm acquisition or
transfer:








General business/viability planning
Marketing
Employment and labor
Production systems/practices
Non-farm estate planning
Financial management
Land use planning/conservation
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